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I. Tick the correct answer :-  (1x8=8 ) 

1. An ecosystem is a part of the  

a. Atmosphere      b. environment       c. hydrosphere 

2. Which of the following is  a  part of the human environment ? 

a. Mountain       b. monument      c. river  

3. Which of the following is an exogenic movement ? 

a. Earthquake .      b. volcano       c. river 

4. Which of the following is an active volcano? 

a. Kilimanjaro       b. mauna kea    c. Barren Island  

5. Who founded the new Chola Dynasty ? 

a. Vijayalaya     b. Rajaraja I   c. Rajendra I   d. none of them. 

6. The word ‘Sultanate ‘ meant.  

a. A form of government .    c. both( a )and( b) 

b. Kingdom  under the sultanate .   d. none of these. 

7. During the French Revolution, the king of France was 

a. Louise XVI    b. Louise  XIV   c. Louise X 

8. The second estate of the French society constituted. 

a. Priests     b. nobles   c. peasants. 

II. Fill in the blanks :-  ( 1x8=8) 

1. In the sixth century BC , the city –state of Athens created the first __________. 

2. India is a _______ country and all religions are given equal importance. 

3. Oceans are part of the _____________. 

4. Human activities can be ______ and negative . 

5. An earthquake originates at the __________.  

6. Dormant volcanoes are also called __________ volcanoes.  

7. ________ movements take place below the earth’s crust . 

8. Abiotic components refer to the ________ things on the earth. 

III. Compare and contrast: ( 2x2=4) 

1. Hydrosphere and atmosphere. 

2. Biotic and abiotic components of the environment. 

IV. Answer the following in brief: ( 2x4=8 ) 

1. Name the different types of volcanoes ? 

2. Why did Muhammad bin Tughlaq become unpopular with his people ? 

3. Who founded the  new Chola Dynasty ?Write about his achievements. 

4. What  were the ideas contained in the Magna Carta ? 

V. Answer the following Questions in  detail:( 3x4=12) 

1. Discuss the divisions of the French society before the French Revolution . 



2. What  is the diference between endogenic and exogenic movements of the earth. 

3. Write about the administration under the sultanate. 

4. Highlight the importance of revenue  in a kingdom. 

 


